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Action Items 

1. Add monitoring 

2. Fix all the bugs 

3. Redeploy apps
@parmigiana



Part 1: Common PIR Styles


Part 2: Our Process


Part 3: What’s missing and improvements 



Hands on Guides

Etsy 
Debrief Facilitation Guide 

2016

Jeli 
Howie: The Post-Incident Guide 

2021

https://extfiles.etsy.com/DebriefingFacilitationGuide.pdf
https://www.jeli.io/howie/welcome




As an industry, we are not getting better at this; that is, we do not possess 
some inherent quality or skill that makes us ‘automagically’ improve as we 
experience our own organizational incidents; and there is no evidence to suggest 
that we pay any attention to other software organization’s incidents and outages 
in a complete enough way so as to be of use in reducing or eliminating our own 
organizational incidents and accidents, as we observe in, say, aviation accidents.

 
- J Paul Reed 
Maps Context and 
Tribal Knowledge 

 



SRE Work is Cognitive Work



Part 1: Common PIR Styles



PIR Styles

1.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Mechanistic Reasoning:  
The belief that our systems are like complicated machines, made up of 
components with no intrinsic relationships between them.



(Being a Short Treatise on the Nature of Failure; How Failure is Evaluated; How Failure is 
Attributed to Proximate Cause; and the Resulting New Understanding of Patient Safety)

How Complex Systems Fail 

Richard I. Cook, MD 
Cognitive technologies Laboratory 

University of Chicago  

https://how.complexsystems.fail/

https://how.complexsystems.fail/


PIR Styles

1.  


2. Why? Why? Why? Why? Why? 
 
 
 
 
 
 





FrederikZumpe, CC BY-SA 4.0 
via Wikimedia Commons

Root Cause(s)?



FrederikZumpe, CC BY-SA 4.0 
via Wikimedia Commons



Rasmussen’s Safety Model



PIR Styles

1.  


2. Why? Why? Why? Why? Why?


3. On Friday bad engineer forgot to disable the auto-scaling, so everything 
scaled down to 0 resulting in an outage for the whole weekend 
 
 
 





Dekker’s Tunnel





PIR Styles

1.  


2. Why? Why? Why? Why? Why?


3. On Friday bad engineer forgot to disable the auto-scaling, so everything 
scaled down to 0 resulting in an outage for the whole weekend


4. Causal Map 
 



Causal Map



James Reason’s 
‘Swiss Cheese Model’ 
of Accident Causation



Complex Adaptive Socio-technical Systems

has emergent 
properties



Complex Adaptive Socio-technical Systems

has emergent 
properties

has feedback 
loops



Complex Adaptive Socio-technical Systems

has emergent 
properties

has feedback 
loops

made of people 
and machines 



Complex Adaptive Socio-technical Systems

has emergent 
properties

has feedback 
loops

made of people 
and machines 

 does 
work  



https://snafucatchers.github.io/

https://snafucatchers.github.io/




PIR Styles

1.  


2. Why? Why? Why? Why? Why?


3. On Friday bad engineer forgot to disable the auto-scaling, so everything 
scaled down to 0 resulting in an outage for the whole weekend


4. Causal Map




PIR Styles

1.  


2. Why? Why? Why? Why? Why?


3. On Friday bad engineer forgot to disable the auto-scaling, so everything 
scaled down to 0 resulting in an outage for the whole weekend


4. Causal Map


5. Blame Aware After Action Review



Part 2: Our Process



Acknowledge the incident


hold a ‘what we know about x incident’ meeting



Record vs Report







Narrative

Lia Rahdiah 
thenounproject.com

https://thenounproject.com/icon/story-4594252/


Debrief

Cuputo 
thenounproject.com

https://thenounproject.com/icon/rules-4146171/


Walking the Timeline



Lessons



Fran Couto 
thenounproject.com

Brainstorming

https://thenounproject.com/icon/brainstorm-3787030/


Vectors Market 
thenounproject.com

Recommendations

https://thenounproject.com/icon/recommendations-1333623/


Part 3: What’s missing and 
Improvements



What’s in most PIRs?

Remediation Items

Timeline

Technical Analysis

Customer Impact

Organisations 
Incident Response

Business Impact 56.7%

58.9%

60.8%

66.8%

85.3%

90.5%

- J Paul Reed 
Maps Context and 
Tribal Knowledge 



learning > fixing



MTTx

Andri The Blue 
thenounproject.com

Metrics

https://thenounproject.com/icon/stopwatch-5348870/


Service Level Objectives



Kukuh Wachyu Bias 
thenounproject.com

Improvements

https://thenounproject.com/icon/improvement-4518891/


What’s next?



Thank you



Debrief Ground Rules
Thanks for joining, this is the debrief for the X incident which occurred on Y.


We are going to be blame-aware, we recognise that it’s natural to want to blame a bad 
outcome on a bad decision or action, but we know this isn’t useful.


So we’ll work from the assumption that no one comes to work to do a bad job, and everyone 
made the best decisions they could with the information they had.


We now know the outcome of these decisions, and hindsight bias means that these outcomes 
seem far more likely to us now than they did at the time. So if you find yourself being 
judgemental, try and be curious instead.


We want to avoid talking about counterfactuals, what people could have done, or should have 
done, and instead focus on what actually happened and try to put ourselves into their shoes 
and understand how they came to make the decisions and take the actions that they did.


It's my job as facilitator to try and keep us on time, so if we start going off-topic I might ask 
that we park some conversations for later.


This is a collaborative session, so please ask if you have any questions or more if you have 
more details about an event please add them.


We're going to spend the first half of the meeting reviewing what happened by walking the 
timeline, and the second half is where we'll discuss what we've learnt and brainstorm some 
ideas that could help improve things for future incidents.


Any questions?



Further Reading
acmqueue: Human Factors 

Vol. 17 No. 6 – November-December 2019 

https://queue.acm.org/issuedetail.cfm?issue=3380774


Dr. Johan Bergstrom 
Three analytical traps in accident investigation (mechanistic reasoning)


Eurocontrol - Skybrary 
Local Rationality


Dr Sidney Dekker

Just Culture 

Malicious Compliance 
The Psychology of Accident Investigation


Jens Rasmussen 
Risk management in a dynamic society: a modelling problem


James Reason 
Human error: models and management 

 
Gary Klein, Neil Hintze, and David Saab  

Thinking Inside the Box: The ShadowBox Method for Cognitive Skill Development 

Rene Amalberti 
The paradoxes of almost totally safe transportation systems


Erik Hollnagel, Jörg Leonhardt, Tony Licu, Steven Shorrock 
From Safety-I to Safety-II: A White Paper

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqaFT-0cY7U
https://www.skybrary.aero/tutorials/principle-2-local-rationality
https://skybrary.aero/sites/default/files/bookshelf/3933.pdf/wp-content/uploads/sites/899/2014/10/DekkerTIES2014.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0925753597000520
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1117770/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/269335857_Thinking_Inside_the_Box_The_ShadowBox_Method_for_Cognitive_Skill_Development
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S092575350000045X
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/282442036_From_Safety-I_to_Safety-II_A_White_Paper_Eurocontrol


J Paul Reed

Blameless postmortems don’t work. Here’s what does. 

Maps, Context, and Tribal Knowledge: On the Structure and Use of Post Incident Analysis Artefacts in Software Development and Operations  
 

John Allspaw 
Blameless Postmortems


Each necessary, but only jointly sufficient

The infinite how’s, or the dangers of the five why’s


Moving past shallow incident data

The multiple purposes and audiences of post incident reviews


How learning is different from fixing

Trade-offs under pressure: Heuristics and observations of teams resolving internet service outages

https://techbeacon.com/app-dev-testing/blameless-postmortems-dont-work-heres-what-does
https://jpaulreed.com/jpaulreed-lund-thesis-v1_1.pdf
https://www.etsy.com/codeascraft/blameless-postmortems
https://www.kitchensoap.com/2012/02/10/each-necessary-but-only-jointly-sufficient/
https://www.kitchensoap.com/2014/11/14/the-infinite-hows-or-the-dangers-of-the-five-whys/
https://www.adaptivecapacitylabs.com/blog/2018/03/23/moving-past-shallow-incident-data/
https://www.adaptivecapacitylabs.com/blog/2018/10/08/the-multiple-audiences-and-purposes-of-post-incident-reviews/
https://www.adaptivecapacitylabs.com/blog/2020/05/06/how-learning-is-different-than-fixing/
https://lup.lub.lu.se/student-papers/record/8084520/file/8084521.pdf

